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Ri ghts lectu re canceled , Ahmed still detained

Kings wins re-election in landslide
BYMATT APUZZO

BY MATT APUZZO
News Editor

Zafaryab Ahmed, Colby's first
Oak Human Rights Fellow, was
scheduled to give his lecture "Human Rights in Pakistan" on Friday.
However, the lecture was canceled
as the activist remains detained in
Pakistan,charged with sedition and
economic sabotage.
Jailed in 1995after exposing child
labor exploitatioin in Pakistan and
the murder of 12-year-old laborer
IqbalMasih,Ahmedhasbeenbarred
from leaving the country. He was
scheduled to arrive on Mayflower
Hill this summer but was accused
of working on behalf of India to
sabotage the Pakistan economy..
"Being branded an enemy agent
by the high and mighty is not a
pleasant experience," Ahmed said
in an interview conducted by e-mail.
He has had several hearings and
meetings throughout the process,
resulting largely in the scheduling
of more meetingsand hearings. The
charges of sedition and sabotage
have never been presented in court,
yet he still remains on the country's
Exit Control List.
Selected last year to be the first
recipient of the inaugural Oak fellowship, Ahmed is two months late
in his arrival. The College, however, hopes that he will be allowed
to the leave the country in time to
lecture and study onMayflower Hill
for the spring semester.
Ahmed was also scheduled to
speak in Portland on Oct. 24 at a
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Colby eagerly awaits the arrival of Zaf aryab Ahmed.
UmtedNations'Dayforumcelebrat- tervened on the behalf of Ahmed,
ing the 50th anniversary of the Iitk _ . a& Mave Maine.^ republici-Lh^ej ia?
ternational Declaration of Human tors Olympia Snowe and Susan
Rights. Professor of Government Collins.
WilliamMilam,theUnitedStates
Kenneth Rodman, director of the
Oak Institute for the Study of Inter- ambassador to Pakistan, met with
national Human Rights, however, Pakistan's minister of the interior in
mid-October and promised to expespoke on Ahmed's behalf.
Collegeadministratorsare work- dite Ahmed'smeeting with interior
ing withMaine's congressional del- ministry officials.This meeting, oregation as well as the State Depart- dered earlier by the court system,
ment and the U.S. Embassy in Paki- has been delayed for some time.
, "Each hearing results in a promstan to free Ahmed.
Senator Tom Harkin, Iowa ise for another meeting, but meetDemocrat and author of the. Child ings are postponed and weeks drag
Labor Deterrence Act of 1997, in- by with no action,"said Rodman.Q

With nearly all preliminary

polls pred ictinga repeat victory,

King campaigned on a platform
highlighting the state's strong
There was little surprise in economy;the creationof jobs and
Tuesday'spoll results,as Main- a series of tax cuts.
ers watched Independent Gov.
The incumbent also had the
Angus King easily win re-elec- advantage of a larger campaign
tion over several,lesser-known budget.Theself-mademiilionaire
candidates.
outspent his opponents with a
With 48 percent of the pre- campaign that overpoweredthose
cincts reporting early Wednes- of the challengers,whowereoperday morning, King led with 59 ating with much smaller budgets.
percent, or 121,694 votes. King's
King, the country's only incloset competitor, Republican dependent governor,appealed to
James Longley Jr., had only 18 many Maine residents fed up
percent, or 36,934 votes.
with party politics.
The question .many political
In his victory speech in his
analysts found themselves ask- hometown of Brunswick, King
ing before the election was not addressed a large group of folwho would be the winner. lowers shortly before midnight.
Rather,they asked whetherboth
"I think Maine isnot just going
of the two main parties would to walk or canter or trot or run into
field even the 5 percent of the the 21st century.We are going to
votes needed to maintain party blastinto the 21st centuiy/'hesaid.
status on the Maine ballots.
"We are ready to take off. We're
Democratic candidate Tho-; clickingon all the cylinders.
masConnollysecured i3percents
With an independent in the
o|fef l^pjr^wit^&^vo&s,^ Sta$e#£iis^
' Green Party candidate Pat forithird-partyccindidates/Mairie
LaMarche,who made Colby one may prove to he one of the fronof the stops on her campaign ' tiers in the emergence of a threetrail shortly before,the election, or four-party system,
received 6 percent, or 13,289
Clarke, who insisted he was
votes. Independent Bill Clarke, the only true conservative in the
who ran as a representative of race, proposed the elimination
the "Taxpayers Party/'*received of income taxes and supported
only 3 percent of the votes.
the reinstatement of the death
King's land slid e victory penalty.
- LaMarche,a single mother of
cornea in sharp contrast to his
1994 victory when he edged out two, is a proponent of a stateDemocrat Joseph Brennan by wide healthcare system and a
only 2 percent of the vote.
raise in the minimum wage.Q

Women's Grou p and Amnest y I nternatio nal discuss women 's ri ghts
BY KAREN VITALI

Contributing Writer
Human rights lawyer Asma Jahangir has been harassed , received death threats and constantly lives in
danger because of her work. As chairperson of the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan and a member of
the Women 's Action Forum, Jahangir recently defended
Saima Wahid, a 22-year-old woman whose life was in
danger because she chose to marry without her father's
consent.
Her story is one of the many that brought members of
the Colby Women's group and Colby's chapter of Amnesty International to the Marson Commons Room of
Cotter Union for a joint presentation on women's rights
Thursday; [ ' y
"These meetings raise the profile of Amnesty and the
Women's Group on campus," said Amnesty¦ member
'
' '¦. ' y S^ iy ;:,
Sethlckstein ^O.,. . .: .

Amnesty International is a human rights organization that works to protect the rights of everyone under
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, ft - allocates for the release of prisoners of conscience who have
been imprisoned due solely to their beliefs, religion,
,:: ' /:;:'.•.' .[. .,y.y _ ' : 'yy$ %#. . ¦.;
gender> jsexualijy ' or race, . ' V ,"J

The presentation included a 20-minute video depicting the plight of women from around the world in places
such as Guatemala, Tibet, China and the United States.
Issues facing women in these and other countries are
staggering and include rape, forced prostitution, legal
discrimination, forced abortion, female genital mutilation and female infanticide.
"Coming to meetings like this keeps it foremost in
your mind," said Amy Rowe '99.
In Asia alone, 9,000 girls are forced into sexual slavery each year, A recent statistic also cites that out of the
8,000 abortions performed one year in Bombay, 7,999
were female fetuses.
"One thing to emphasize is that these are things th at
are happening as we speak," said Assistant Professor of
Russian Julie de Sherbinin.
Students concluded the meeting by writing letters
regarding the case of Asma Jahangir to the members of
the Pakistani government/ urging them to t ake action
against the death threats on Jahangir.
Through the use of publi c pressure,Amnesty is often
able to influence international leaders to investigate
specific Cases and even change legislation' While Am¦
¦ ¦ ¦
nesty does not take credit for any prison releases, many - .' '¦ :. . I'
Echo ff lolp byj y a Wm
Pickett
v- ;.. . '> ¦¦:. • '. , ' ¦ ¦. ;.¦• ¦,;.•' ;¦'" .. '• •' .¦
of the people involved cite Amnesty's work as a maj or Amnesty International $pon»or Julie de Sherbinin
.
&<fttiriri . theiiM^
' ¦ neahm at a meetlna ,
:7 . .a^Atf' '.

Tietenberg heads team writing
United Nations report
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at a conference in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, co-presenting a report
on emissions trading to the United
Nations Conference on Trade and
Development. Tietenberg has
headed an international team that
wrote a paper on how to implement
the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions.
The team issued a draft of their
90-page report, "Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Trading: Defining the
Principles, Modalities, Rules and
Guidelines for Verification,Reporting and Accountability," at a May
meeting in Bonn, Germany.
. At the Earth Summit in 1992, the
international community looked for
ways to control climate change/ formerly known as global warming,
and decided that nations need to cut
back on greenhouse gas emissions.
At a December 1997 conference
in Kyoto,Japan,the Kyoto Protocol
was released, a complimentary
document to the Earth Summit, filling in many details. The Protocol
said thattheAnnexAnations,which
consist mainly of the industrialized
nations and former Soviet Union
countnes, need to set firm limits on
the amount of six greenhouse gases
they can emit.
The Protocol left room for nations to. share processes or for one
country to help another to achieve
the limits, but did not completely
def ine its logistics.
After the Kyoto summit,the Climate Change Secret ar iat of the
United Nations asked UNCTADto
look into the implementation of Article 17, which described the market-based approach to climate
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Photo courtesy< of Communications
Mitchell Family Professor of Economics Tom Tietenberg.
change.
UNCTAD, in turn, hired
Tietenberg as team leader to coordinate the writing of a report on how
to implement Article 17.
"Countries want to know how
to do this," said Tietenberg.
Tietenberg organized his international team of five other economists and wrote most of the report
"by e-mail and sending attached
files," he said.
The report discusses, among
other things, the. monitoring and
enforcementneeded andhowto get
developing countries involved.
Tietenberg said that the group
drewfrompreviousexperiencewith
working on other environmental
agreements. He said that they determined that "this [type of] system
would work on this land of international environmentalagreement."

Tietenberg has been involved in
UNCTAD's look at emissions trading since it began eight years ago
and was also team leader for one oi
the initial explorations for these
kinds of trading systems,presented
in Geneva in 1994.
The report will be published by
the United Nations,but can now be
downloaded through Resources for
the Future, a . Washington, D.C.based climate control organization
at www.weathervane.rff.org/
negtable/unctad.html. The organizationtoldTietenbergt-twtthedocument has been downloaded more
than 4,000 times sinceit wasposted,
and is the most popular download
they currently offer.
The report can also be accessed
through Tietenberg'spersonal web
page atwww.colby.edu/personal/
thtieten.Q
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Dana grill exhaust system fixed
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the first-floor dormitory room pf
Briney Alltucker '01t&^nak^^
that no smoke coidd- pitmiE^atie
through the walls, ^tucke^^no
longer has the sn^li o^fbo^^oo-M
ing in her roonf/*said iibb^S
^
"Wehave determinedthatthe
smoke detectors in Dana " activated when smoke from . 'the
servery grill area went up the
duct chase and into the second
f loor j oist space ," wrote Gordon
CheesmaiV associate director of
PPD in an e-mail to Dana Head
Residents. "There was no actual
fire hazard,but the smoke set off
the ceiling detectors, which are
in the joist spaces."
Before a p erm anen t fix was
made, PPE) stuffed fiberg lass
around the exhaust duct where it
penetrates the servery ceiling
Wednesday, Oct. 29.
This week; H. P. Cummings is
fixing the three other ducts which
run from the kitchen to the attic
by sealing them off at the base in
the kitchen. The company will
likely then seal the walls of the
ducts sometime during Winter
Recess. "It's a matter of scheduling, " said Libby.
H. P. Cummings is also covering the tile around the grill and
fryer area with stainless steel. The
steel will prevent smoke from
seeping behind the grill hood and
will also allow easier cleaning in
the area.
"We are pretty comfortable
that these measures will prevent
any further false alarms and will
also take care of the cooking
odors going up into the dorin
area/' wrote Gheesmiah.Q ¦ " ¦
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BY MELISSA iGEBHf
Features Editor

It's internship season again.
For those of you who arelooking
at the JanPlanregistration sheets
and knowing that you want to
check off the internship section
but are unsure how to go about
getting one, there are a number
of ways to alleviate the anxiety.
Colby's JanPlanhas evolved
to the point where internships
are often encouraged for tlie
mont h.

a

ternship, students are encouraged to look through thie binider
of alumni and parents who have
offered to host students in their
workplace for Janua^. There is
also a database of alumnitocheck
out,with roughly1700 entries. \
lit addition,there are organizations and institutions which
send but material on internship
opportunities they offer on file
in the Office of Career Services
.library.A further search reveals
booksthatcatalog interningpossibilities and often are very Spe¦ cialized. And

'

• •SST , al"S t u ways Che opdents do inj
fdr
tion
of
ternships
Some people are
browsing the
lots of reasur pri sed that a lot
internet
sons,'' said
lip
of
work
is
to
Cottersaid
Linda Cotthat
titoteis a
ter,associate
them ,
linkontheQfdirector of
Linda
Cotter
—
fiee of Career
Academic
Services
Affairsinthe
homep age
Off-Campus
Study Office. "Often if s to ap- which*mdudesa special network
ply in a practical setting what with15or 20 other collegeswhere
they've learned in a classroom." weshare cmrinformationaboutinAccording to Cotter,JanPlan ternships."
If noneof those seem promisis "a gift of time to Colby students that they fust might not ing, there are always faculty
haveotherwise.Theyhavethese members to check in with and
four weeks in which they can search out their contacts.
really expand their horizons."
. "Some people are surprised
True to Cotter's analysis, that a lot of work is up to them,"
Colby students do head out to said Cotter. ' experience the real world. AcThe process often involves
eording to Cqtteiy roughly 300 wriHii#liett^>vmakir*fi phone
students do an internship for calls and polishing up your recredit over January, while she sunit& Furthermore/ you may
estimates that another 40 or 50 have to get in touch with five or
participate hot for credit
six companies.
For those students who have
Getting academic credit for
a less than stellar resume an in- work experience is a niceadden^ work dum to the prospect of interning.
ternship can help, pften
, experience in the field is some'Internships/' said Cotter,
thing employers look for.
"are really tied to academic
"It's good for makingcontacts programs. . .We see internand putting something addi- ships as an extension of the
tionalon yourresume,"said Cot- classroom. By maintaining inter. ' ,
ternships through Off-CamIf you areinterested in trying pus Study Office we establish
out ail internship,it is important credibility and relationship-}
to remember that these are ar- with the faculty." >
ranged through the Off-Campus
Added Cotter; There's still
Study Office,who can help you time to arrange an internship,
explore the numerous available . but students really need"to get
opportunities. £ V;; \ "< '
yy^ started. December 1st . is the
^
To go about arrangingan in- is^Ma
^Xi .t^'¦' 'i^^y
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LUBE , OIL , AND FILTER SPECIAL

• Up to 5QTS Havoline oil 10W30 or 5W30
• Check and top off fluid levels
^ J 1 -f \ Q ^\
•
^^ ~r
> Adjust air pressure in tires
Please call ^
for an
.
• Free Suspension and exhaust checkover
appointment
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL MECHANICAL REPAIRS
... " - V ' 'ii&ty - - : .
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was to provide me opportunity for soring a series of swing dances, in
BY MELANIE OUELETTE students to discover whether alco- the Foss pining Hall. In an attempt
Staff Writer
hol is really all that vital to their tp make substance-free events ensocial life. According to LeBlanC, it ticing to Colby students, organizers
Tried and true theories some- is a chance for people to see what attempted to shake up thfe usiial
times work the best, and Student can be done in the absence of alco- litany of events from years past.
On Monday a Jaws of Life
Health on Campus is banking
presentation tookplace outside
on successful Alcohol AwareLovejoy at noon. SHOC perness Weeks from years past to
formed improv skits at 8:00
keep the enthusiasm going for
p.m. on Tuesday in the Spa.
this year's event.
An a capella concert was
During this week, Novemheld in the Page Commons
ber 2-9, many Colby groups
Room on Wednesday
are joining together to supevening.
port Alcohol Awareness
Colby will get a visit from
Week. Numerous activities
a hypnotist this evening in
have been planned to give
the Spa, and the week will
Colby students a chance to
culminate with Friday's
experience the many advandrag show, which proved
tages of substance free
popular at last year's Alcoevents.
hol Awareness Week. SubThose students who were
stance free weekend activiinterested in a long term
Echofile.p hoto ties include foozball and ping
challenge signed up for the
Can you resist alcohol this week?
pone tournaments in the StuColby Students for Non-Alcoholic Programming Challenge. hoi. The event has been popular in dent Center oh Saturday.
Alcohol Awareness Week isimStudents participating in this the past and roughly 120 people
event pledged to have an alcohol signed up for the challenge this portant because it. is an excuse to go
all out with chem-free planning,
free week, from Monday until week.
Other activities during Alcohol said LeBlanc. While students may
Sunday.
"Someone may like it orhate it," Awareness Week were planned by not turn out for these types of events
saidSHOCPresidentEmilyLeBlanc many groups on campus to ap- regularly,this week is an opportu'99, "but at least they have had the proach traditional ideas in a new nity to leave prejudices behind and.
experience."
way. Advocates for Sexual Assault a have a good time without alcoThe purpose of this challenge Prevention, for instance, are spon- hol. Q _
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4 Drummond Ave., Waterville

TUDENTS AND FACULTY
FOR
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• Ace Tire is family owned and has been doing business in Waterville
.f6r oYer 40 years :;;'J'; ,; : ; '
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Colby prays::li^frai|i0Sii
BY JACQUELINE OGUTHA
Staff Writer

ForthreehoiiiscmOdober^,Colby
students, staff and faculty walked in a
steady stream to and from Lorimer
Chapel. On that night an iivterfaith
prayer vigil was held for Lindsey
Huntoon '01. Huntoon was seriously injured after a fall from her
third-floor Dana window on Oct. 15
and is still in critical condition.
An e-mail announcing the event
was sent out to the entire Colby
community on the morning of October 26th which read, "This is a
time to set aside our disagreements
and worries and put our hope in
prayer."
Andrea Wooley '99, who sent
out the e-mail, represented sentiments shared by the Colby Christian Fellowship, Colby Muslim
Group, Hillel and the Newman
Council.
"All the presidents were very
supportive,'' said Wooley.
The idea to hold a prayer vigil

was suggested by
' 'X - : '¦¦
'ol ¦y yy-

Nathan Boland

-V. ' /: v "'

"When I first heard about
Lindsey," he said, "it immediately
struckme'.that caringthroughprayer
was important."
Boland shared hisidea with some
friends and the vigil started to
take shape.
"The focus had switched to
alcohol and Colby 's policies,"
B oland said."Yet there was a fellow
Colby student clinging to her life."
Shannon Sayer '00 and Ly le
Pannell '01, who helped organize
the vigil, had to reserve the Chapel
and talk with Reverend Morrell to
get the candles that kept the Chapel
alight.
"The response was really positive," said Shannon.
She was excited that although
there was little talk about the vigil
during theday,so many people took
the time to pray.
The first group of Colby students
arrived at 6:55 p.m., and from then
on people kept walking in and out
of the chapel until 10:00 p.m.

JOKAS ' SPEC IAL S

» ^V
9
NO
cases

Kirin Lager

. AccordingtoBoland,"In the first
45minutes there must have been a
hundred peop le."
Jud ging by the number of
candles handed but on Tuesday,
it is estimated that about 800
pe ople responded to the call for
prayer.
Marybeth Maney '01 said it was
an opportunity to "pray for Lindsey
and her family," and added that it
gaveher a chanceto "reflect on what
had happened."
Julie Wilbur '99 felt that the vigil
provided "the first opportunity for
people to feel like they were actually doing something," and for
Michelle Mclnnis '02, the time of
prayer helped her "put everything
in God's hands."
Despite not knowing Lindsey,
Chris Hale '02 thought it was good
to "set aside a time [for us] to just
think about the whole incident."
The silence that enveloped
Lorimer Chapel said more than any
number of words. The mood was
pensive as heads were bowed in
thought and prayer.Q
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Echo photo by Vanessa Pickett
Waterville kids trick-or-treat at Colby."
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Maine 's Premier Computer Headquarters
SALES • SERVICE • SUPPORT- Custom & Brand Name Systems

Market Surveys of America's 1998 Winner
//'Best Place* to Buy a Computer"

, ,,

for the Greater Waterville Area!

Website: www.VirtualD.com "
861-5585 ¦¦*, 93 Main "The Center" downtown Waterville
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WeVe committed lull time to researching the
universe cf mutual fund s so that our clients
can spend their valuable time elsewhere. -
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Bert Languet

f or help in developing a diversifiedportfolio
that 's designed for your needs*cull f o r
a nf robligatictt consultation.
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Newcastle

NOW $l49~
Specially marked 18 oz. bottles
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We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine
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i

52 Front St., Waterville, ME

Hunan Legends

szechuan &

Hunan Cuisine
41 Temple Street
Waterville • 877-7644
10% Student Discount w/LD . Dine-In only Sun -Thurs .

Remodeled , Ref reshed ,

Ready tp Serve You
Free Delivery
($10.00 Minimum)
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Pizza Hut in Waterville is looking for
Servers, 10-20 hours/wk.;Cooks 10-20
hpurs/wk.;Shift Managers 10-35 hours/
wk. Apply in person* Monday-Friday 2-4
p.m. at 440 Kennedy Memorial Drive, No
phone calls ,please.
Garden Island Laundromat & DryCleaners
Elm Plaza, Waterville 861-8378
10% Dry Cleaning & $.50/Lb. Wash, Dry
;& Fold with Colby Student ID
Open 7AM to 9PM dai ly
Mon. & Fri. Open TiH
.
Spring Break '99 Sell TripSj Earn Cash &
Qpj Fre^lll Student Travel Services Is
^
' .fidiil ; hiring campus reps. Lowest rates to
• Jamaica, Mexico & R
: ' 4849 or www ststravel.com
^
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HOW DOES $8Q0/WEEK
EXTRA INCOME sound to you?
Amazingly, profitable opportunity,
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
GRO UP FIVE
6457 N. Academy Blvd.Dept. N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
Organize a group tor Spring Break
Book 15... "Take 2"
2 FREE TRIPS ON 15 SALES
Hi ghest Commiss ions
Hottest Destinations
Free Parties & Meals
;
Don't waitl
Call Sunsplash @ -800:
426-771Q
1
www.sunsplashtours.com '

What have you done for us lately, SGA? :.:¦;
Seven months ago this week, we elect ^the Student ^vejtn-;
ment Associationofficers, eommo ^
office.Many oltheir campaign pr ontised seemto have beenforgot-

ten;>&GA^f teid^v^ff in&#e *$&,iimt^W 'MM^

Sicchitaho J 99 pledged to create "a new respect for the SGA by the
students and administ ratio nalike;" they wan tedto buil d"an effective SGA with real POWER and real RESULTS." As we enter Ihe
thirdmonth of the school yearihe results are few and the power is
lacking. • - ; - - ,,..- -, •» . y , .:¦* '' , ;.. » > , \ ' ~ - , -" ; ' ' •
, langille and Sicchitano's three projects included writing an
"Academic Review Book evaduating courses and professore ," creating "anew,extensive and easilyaccessible Colby AlumniNetwork"
and overhauling "the outdated Commons system and currently
inefficient SPB." The faculty did not app reciate the first idea, the
_j«condalready existsand the tWrd appears to be in the hands of the
Residential life Task Force. > - .
i >Social Chair J esseDole'99 and Cultural Chai r Walter Wang '99
oversee the Student Programming Board , and work with the Commons Leaders to plan events. Wang has done a laudable job planning cultural events, speakers and lectures tot both this semester
and next Dolehasbeen plagued with bad luck,stemming from both
the State of Maine and from rejected bids for major bands * A few
social events led by the commons were quite successful. Nonetheless, our leader s, in elected positions and in stude nt organizations ,
have been slowto fill the voidwith fun,interesting, non-traditional
events (i.e. beyond the ""keg and a DJ '" that Dole lamented last
April ).We are now in the middle of the Office of Student Activities'
AlcoholAwareness week jammed with events, proving that fun can
be had while abiding by Ma ine Stat e Law.
Despite social problems, Langille and Sicchitano have not yet
met their goals of increased respect for SGA by the students or the
administration. Our leaders should be proactive ,instead of reactive.
It is easy for SGA leaders to spend all their time in meetings with
students and administrators. It is harder to separate the essential
from tihe frivolous. Joshua Woodfork '97 and Graham Nelson '98
managed to do it in 1996-97. Last year Shannon Baker '98 and J ill
Marshall '98 worked to follow their example. Woodfork set a high
standard, but our current leaders can still achieve it - ,
Last spring in this space we wrote tha t Langille and Sicchitano
were "not afraid to try something big just because it hasn't been
done before /' were "prepared to make as bold their legislative
agenda as they have done in their past social agendas " and had "the
Experience , the know-how, and the desire." We hope we weren't
' ' ~
wrong.
Leadership comes from more than the SGA office. The hall
presidents and student programming board repre sentati vesneed to
do a better job bringing thei r ideas to their , respective bodies.
Legislative proposals are supposed to come from the hall pr esidents ,
not the SGAPresidentandVke President SPB representa tivesneed
to tap their own creativity, and that of their peers,for new social and
cultural event ideas, and then follow through to make them successful.
Every student has a responsibility to make SO A work. We need
to discuss problems that we want to fix and work together to
implement the solution. You may never again find an elected official
with as much time to listen to your concerns. Take advantage of it
now.Q
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THE COLBYEcho is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College js in session,
THE ECHO encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
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A little info about this semeste r from the Social Chair

Hey everyone, I just figured I will play on the agreed date. If the
wouldgivean update on social stuff moneyisnotenough,or theychoose
here on campus... everythingfrom to play at another location, then the
parties to concerts. A number of agentfor theband contactsouragent
people havestarted to ask me ques- and that is the end of the story.
There are a few limitations that
tions about what has been going on
behind the scenes,and more impor- we face when we attempt to book a
tantly,anumber of peoplehavetold band. The location of Colby is an
me they havebeen asked questions unavoidabledrawback. Toconvince
a band to come to the middle of
about what's going on.
Themost frequently asked ques- Maine, or anywhere north of Porttion this semester has concerned land istough.The sizeof our venues
bands. To be honest, this has been is alsoa drawback We can only sell
one of the toughest semesters for a maximum of around 3,000 tickets
concerts that I have seenin the three for concerts in the gym/ and the
years I have beeninvolved in SGA. Page Commons Room only holds
Theprocessforbookingabandstarts around 800. Most bands are looking
withfinding outwhoison tour over for a certain sized venue. Some
the next few monthsand what areas groups will not play in a gym
of the country theyaregoingto be in and will only play in a theater.
at that time.Alex Chin,the assistant Other groups will not play at coldirector of Student Activities, or leges at all. In addition to these
myself then contacts our agent, limitations,I can only submit one
who then gets in contact with the bid at a time.
I do not mean to discourage
agent of the band we are attempting to book. A price is determined people, but I have faced a certain
by the agent and we then submit amount of bad luck this semester. I
a bid to the band. This bid is a have submitted and lost bids on
promise to the band that if they such bands as Cowboy Junkies,
choose to play at Colby, we agree Blues Traveler, Bob Dylan, Guster
to pay them a certain amount of and, sadly,Vanilla Ice. Other bands
money. The band then sits down such as Morphine and Ben Harper
with all the bids from a certain area have not accepted pur bids at all.
and decided wheretheywould want Due to scheduling problems with
to play and on what dates. If they other groups on campus, I was
agree to the bid, they then sign a forced to turn away two bands,
contract with the school and they Agents of Good Roots and

Strangefolk, that were willing to
accept our bids. Locations are first
come,first serve,and bands usually
only havea few open dates in their
schedules, so if I have no place to
put a band, then I can not bring
them here to campus. .
TMs does iiotmean that all hope
is lost. I still have a bid in for De La
Soul for the Last Day of Loudness
this semester, and I have already
begunworkorinextseniester,which
is turning out to be more successful
than this one.I have already booked
the Pat McGeeBand and have submitted some bids that look promising.
Hopefully this has answered
some of your questions. I havebeen
afraid that people would think that
I have not been doing my job, but I
would like the student body tp
know that this has justnotbeen a
lucky semester! Judging the turn
out for the concerts held on campus over the past two years, I
pledged not to bring a band here
unless it was something that
Colby students would attend.
Colby concerts are meant for
Colby students. If anyone has any
comments or ideas, I will gladly
listen to them. My extensionis 3608,
and the SGA office is located on the
second floor of the Pugh Center.

As the days g^tMdrter , finding
time to get in your run or a quick
blade around the Marsden and
County Roads or on Washington
Street in full daylightbecomes more
and more difficult. . Sometimes,
heading out at dusk or even later
seems to be the only alternative. But
before you do, a quick reality check
of your running habits could save
your life. Ask yourself the follow-

of theanswersare no,thenyouneed
to take a long hard |pok at' your
road-workhabits. Remember,there
are drivers in this area who may not
see you and may not swerve to the
other side of the.road to avoid hitting you. WHEN YOU EXCERCISE,
EXERCISE CAUTION TOO!

Please
exercise outside with caution
¦

ing questions: Am I wearing light
colored clothing?. Do I. run facing
traffic? When runningwith friends,
do we run in single file? Do I stop at
the Athletic Center front desk to
pick up a reflective vest?
If you answer yes to all of these
questions, you're running in the
know-zone and are prepared for
the hazards of sharing the road with
the drivers of central Maine. If some

Jesse Dole '99, SGA Social Chair

Bruce McDougal .
Director of Safety

In support of the recent alcohol crackd own

For the past two months, I have
read along silently as the Echo
spewed forth article after article
about the "unfair" treatment of
Colby's drinking population at the
hands of the evil Sergeant
LaGuardia,all the whilehoping that
a wave of common sense might
strike some unsuspecting staff
writer, causing him or her to question these articles. But I have decided that if I don't express my opinion,no one will. I support the recent
crackdown on liquor violations on
campus.
Based
on
the
administration's recent strengthening of fines and the Liquor Enforce-

ment Bureau's weekly visits, many
people feel that the Colby administration and the state are not
trusting us with the responsibility of drinking, but we must ask
if we have shown ourselves deserving of that responsibility.
Almost every weekend there is
another case of someone being
sent to the hospital for fear of alcohol poisoning. The Health Center is
inundated with people who CER
brings in with various alcohol-related problems. Colby's sidewalks
and bathrooms are filled with drunk
students, and the halls are filled
with the smell of cheap beer. We do

have a problem here at Colby, but
the primary problem is not alcohol. The problem is responsibility. Too few students know how
much is too much to drink. Yes,the
police and the administration may
be treating us like children, but we
as a student body are acting like
children. We as students need to set
limits on our drinking, or havethem
set for us. I know I speak for more
people than just myself, and I sincerely hope I speak for .more than a
few. So thank you , Sergeant
LaGuardia. Please comeagain soon.
Sam Heck'02

Need some junk? Try U
BY EZRA DYER
Opinions Editor

ultimate Ma ine source for all the "previously owned"
items your whimsy could desire , the Uncle Henry 's

Weekly Swap-Or-Sell-It Guide.
}.
'
Fve foun d th at manypeop leat Colby bre eze through
Wliat's that you say? Your. Christmas wish list their ye&tfshere withqutever having heard of theUncle
includes Bean ie Baby "Nuts," a Chevy Bpretta with no Henry 's, I will be tallcing to sjbmeohe about the great
engine and a used dirty magazine collection? There's deal I got on a bunch of new (well,new to me) toilets for
only one place to find all that stuff, and it sure the frig 20 bucks each, and they 'll wondrously inquire where I
aitf t Wal-Mart , thafs itMt^rmr &1^^1^i::ttw dfWlfcitote^

JUNK, crniJMi ^

found such a bargain. "Well", Tre-. me that I was going to have probply a bit condescendingly/;'fUnde lenis with a thousand^^ dbUi_uBM\y
Henry's, of course." I cairnever rer withthe ^ip^engi^^
sistagooddealintheUhdeHer_ry,'s> laugh because thp^pe^^
be it a toilet or a 1982Camaro trans- absolutely right.Hans wasa pain in
mission or a litter of ferrets.
the ass. Among other idiosyncraDjthink
;it>-many
about
of sies, Hans had to be shut down at
When
the items that I hold dear to my red lightsbecause theenginewas so
heart came from the pages of the big there was!no room for a cooling
Uncle Henry's. This includes my fan underthehood.Butwhen Hans
: wentbackinthe
firstthree caTs;a
Uncle Henry's
set of tires, a
it.sold quickly,
subwoofer and
I
can
never
resist
a
two snowmobecause it was
good deal in the
fast and looked
biles. A few of
,
cool. However>
these things for
Uncle H enr y's, be it a his
onereasonorannextowners
must have all
other, are no
toilet or a 1982
reached the
longer obtainCamaro transmission same
concluable anywhere
except in the
sion I did beor a litter of ferrets.
Uncle Henry's.
cause Hans
Take my snowseemed toreappear hi the
mobile, for in-.
stance. It is possibly the finest ex- Uncle Henry's roughly every two
ample of a 1977 Scorpion Sting weeks.
But the Uncle Henry's doesn't
Range Whip 440 in the entire state,
if not the world. I don't think I'm justdeal in cars and snowmobiles. I
braggingwhehlsayif'sa collector's have a copy of an issue from earlier
item, because the Scorpion snow- this fall rightherein front of me,and
mobile company Went out of busi- among the bargains listed are the
ness sometime around, oh, 1978. 1 aforementioned toilets, a collection
wasn't even put off by the fact that of dirty movies,a large airport beathe first time I went to look at it, I con and 200 airline liquor bottles
couldn't take it for a test ride be- from around the world. Someone
cause the engine aid the rest of the must want this stuff. It was fine
snowmbbileoccupiedoppositeends entertainment in high school to find
of the owner's garage. Not to men- the most useless item in the Uncle
tion, many of the parts that were Henry's and call about it. One guy
supposed to be inside the engine was soenthusiastic about sellinghis
were in fact somewhere but in the broken refrigerator that he agreed
woods.I recognized abargaih when that it wouldbe anexcellentplacetp
I saw one,and bought it anyway. It put the kids when they act up.
Thaf s another attribute of the
has since performed flawlessly every year (except for the occasional Uncle Henry's... ifs a way to meet
backfire of flames up through the interestingpeople.Thewomanfrom
carburetor),. and
each winter I la- whom Thought my third car had a
..
ment the demise of the Scorpion pet boa cdhstrictor in her living
room,and gavemeher sister'sphone
snowmobile company.
Another item "not available in number along with the keys to my
stores" that I found iii the Uncle new wheels.Strange. I once tried to
Henry'swas my second car. It was a buy a cell phone through theUncle
1979 BMW 323 Alpina that I ob- Henry's (bad idea),and ended up'at
tained for the princely sum of one Larry, Darrell and DarreU's trailer
thousand dollars. This was a rare in Bucksport, where the only two
car, as the Alpina was never sold in vehicles in the driveway were a mud
America. My particular version of racer pickup and an immaculate
the Alpina was never sold any- Jaguar XJS.I guess some people like
where. "Hans," as I named it, had to have, a car that costs more than
had engine trouble. The previous their house, but I wouldn't have
owner, in a fit of "do-it-yourself" met them if it weren't for the Uncle
ingenuity, had replaced Hans's en- Henry's.
I could rant all day about the
gine with another one from a much
larger, and even older, model of Uncle Henry's, but there's a beer
BMW. Hans' transmission came can collection in Orrington that's
from still another car. Everyonetold calling my name.Q
¦
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Bongo drums , who real ly;ne^^^ rv r :
BYRAmiCK J. BERNAL
.i. .ff- SSttS ^^w*«;' . :
iy Qwn-hg bea^^^
Dana had originally seemed to be
an alluring possibility. UnfortUr
nately, the experience has been severely marred by the loud playing
of bongodrums day and night outside of my window.
Coming fromlthaca, N.Y., a har
ven of hippie activity, I'm no
stranger tothecacophonyproduced
by hippies and their drums. For
years I've been faced with the pros-:
pect of kids from my. high school
forming circles in .die quad and
banging on their bongo drums
loudly.
CommgtoColby,I hadhoped to
be bongo free. On the contrary; the
situationhasbecomealmostunbearable.
In the morning, there is nothing
quite like loud banging to help you
recover from a night of drinking,
and then late on the night before a
test, nothing hits the spot quite like
hoards of culturally enlightened
peoplebeating onhuge drums.This
brings to mind the fundamental
problem with bongo drums: they
are really loud.
Why has it become socially acceptable for members of the Colby
community to obtain drums and
beat them whenever they desire,
irrespective of thewishesof the rest
of us? Most of these drummers are
not music majors; they do not know
how to produce aesthetically pleasing noises. I feel that it is irresponsible for store owners to equip such

people with the means to produce
loud, irritating noises with no sort
of a license or disclaimer.
AtthemOmentOf writing,such a
circleof drum-beatingfanatics have
congregatedjustoutsideof thewindow.ThetemptationtodrivetoWalMart, buy a hunting rifle with a
Scope and pick' theseqiiasi-musicians off one by One is overwhelming, but restraint and a love for my
fellow humans makes me think the
\ ¦
better of it.

___i______________________________________________________ i^mK^^
ll________________________________________________________
- ^<Mi. y.

I had hoped t o be
bongo-f ree.

A Mend of mine recently called
Security on a circle of drummers
and had their circle disbanded. This
is a step in the rightdirection. But to
really make progress, Security
should strip the drummers of their
instruments and force them to listen to nails being dragged across a
chalk board for hours on end, a
sound nearly as offensive as their
own more organic brand of noise
pollution.
What is it about these drums
that draws numbers of Colby students to want to play them at such
an alarming level of frequency?
To find out, I interviewed several avid bongo dnunmers. When
asked why she liked to play drums,
one beautiful person told me that
"there is rhythm in the world all
around us, all you have to do is
harness that rhythm and put it into
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What the campus needsto do is
to give hippifes a ^plaoe'where they.:
are allowed to <xeate energy with-; :
out interruptions from those Of nsH.
not spiritually-aware enough to
appreciate their flare for musical
genius. Maybe an underground :
bunker or a sound-proof Wing in .
the science buildings would be a
goodplacefor the miagicto happen.
Perhaps the school could provide .
themwith a series of wiresand transmitters so that the energy that they
create could actually be used to
power the campus in the case of a
black-out.
These are just suggestions,but I
implore the administration to come
to some kind of decision regarding
drumming at Colby before it is too
late. In the not too distant future, it
ispossible to envision a Colby where
regular conversations are no longer
possible,and quiet studying isjust a
memory of years past. So please,
President Cotter, Dean Kassman
and Dean Johnston, do whateverit
takes, but don't let the drummers
take over.Q
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• Quality Vision Care
The
treatment and management
*
of Ocular Disease
• Contact Lenses . .

POUUN & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
166 Silver Street
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 873-3500
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Coming to Colby,
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yourdrum and yoiicreate this won- y
derful energy." Of cau^y-wh&IJ I
had previously miscom^ed lblj e ¦
hippiesbangingon'druniswas.ac- |
tually the creati<wi-ofenergy. Howm |
could Ihavebeen so myopic? '<¦ j !?^ |
¦
- :' ¦So while some Colby students-^ ' |
may derive a great deal of pleasure- |
from playihgi bongo idrams^it is;- (¦
downright anrioying to thfr rest of.:., i
us. Drumming is not a benign hip.*.- \
pie pastime like hacky-sacking or > \
takingbonghits;itisanti-socialand \
most ofus wouldbe better off with- ' I

William J. Henderson , O.D.
Charlene Keating, OJD.
Philip R. Poulin,0,D.

Present Colby ID for 10%
Complementary Colby
Student Discount
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A. capp eila concert benefits Mid-Maine Homeless Shelte r

"Twinkle." The Sirens, Colby's newest a capella
group, left the audience with a fabulous rendition
Contrib uting Writ er
of "Just Too Good to Be True."
The Megalomaniacs took the stage beginning
Four of Colby's a cappeila groups sang at the
with "Life in a Northern Town" featuring Ben
Annual Homeless Awareness Coffee Social last
Liston '0OJ, followed by the powerful Garth
Wednesday in the Page Commons Room. The
Brooks' tune '<Thunder Rolls." Mike Bates '01
event was presented by the Newman Council as
sang, occasionally playing the air guitar,while
part of Homeless Awareness Week in Waterville.
the group backed him up and amused the
All donations collected at the door, as well as
crowd with their coordinated fake pistol moproceeds from food prepared by Newman Countions that went along with the lyrics. The
cil members and the sale of shirts donated by the
Megalomaniacs then danced themselves from
basketball team, will go to the Mid-Maine Homea squatting to a standing position as they
less Shelter.
energetically sang "Take a Chance."
The coffee social tradition began three years ago
The Blue Lights began their set with mournand has always been organized by the Newman
ful "ohs" as they stood in a circular huddle. Just
Council, Colby'sCatholic student group. The money
as the audience had settled into the somber tone,
they raise goes toward maintaining the homeless
Mike Farrell '00 and Dennis D'Angelo '99 burst
shelterin Waterville.When organizing the firstevent,
out with "Istanbul." Mike exhibited his zest for
Father John Marquis asked only the Colby 8 to perperformance by standing on a chair while
form, but they suggested that the concert include all
D'Angelo exuded equally delightful energy in a
of Colby's a cappeila groups.
more focused and restrained manor. The song
Found ed in 1990 by the Interfaith Council of
concluded to roaring applause. The audience
Waterville, the shelter is the only one in Kennebec
was next treated to Phish's "Bouncing Round the
County. It began with three beds but has now grown
Room." Their next song, or "small celebration"
to hold seventeen. Half of the shelter's eighty volunas one group member called it, was" Happy
teers are Colby students. The representatives from
Birthday"sung to Becka Soloman'00 who turned
Echo photo by Kelly Fannin g
the organization who spoke at the concert between
21 that day. They appropriately concluded the
the singing groups thanked the audience for their Spencer Velott *99 sings with the Colby 8 during the a cappeila
concert with "And We Bid You Goodnight."
concert
for
the
homeless
shelter.
donations,praised current volunteers and welcomed
Upwards of four hundred people, including
new people to neip.
8 favorite "Sexual Healing," featuring a solo by Spencer Colby students and Waterville residents,attended the event,
The fourteen members of the Colby 8 began the concert Velott '99.
raising almost five hundred dollars. Keryn Kwedor '00,
with Andy King's rendition of Van Morisson's "Tupelo
The eight female Sirens rushed onto the stage next and Newman Council president, deemed the evening a success.
Honey," followed by "Peg" in which Josh Sigel '02 had an immediately formed a football huddle. They broke into a Father John Marquis proudly stated that it "is the biggest
upbeat solo. The third song was the classic "Little Girl Blue" powerful and energetic "As Cool As I Am"in which Caroline event on campus where people just give donations to come
followed by "Red Hotlndigo." Their setended withthe Colby Rosch '01 soloed. They followed this with the soft song to. "Q

BT LIZ FRANKEL
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Orchestra passes diit Malliw ^en ear
candv in Lorimer Chanel

that one could hot hear all the intricacies of the work. It produced the
kind of pleasant cacophony that
built almost to a climax bfefore reHalloween at Colby was high- peatedly drawing
¦'¦ -¦¦ ' ; ' ¦:¦¦¦¦:'[ awa^ :
:
.[ ;
.\ _ S y[
lighted by an evening performance tension.
.
of the Colby Symphony Orchestra
Theendof thepieceretuihedtolhe
in Lorimer Chapel. Saturday's con- woodland image, though it had
cert featured several treats for the changed somewhat Rather than endtheorchesaudience comprised of numerous ing with a loud burst hem.
students, faculty and members of tra, Bridges inserted a loud and sustained tone from the horns immedithe local community.
The orchestrawas lead by Laura ately before a much softer and abrupt
Jackson, visiting Instructor of Mu- caidenafromme^up.Thispiecewas
sic,whoseconducting was freshand anintricatelywovenfabricoftonesand
lively throughout. The expressions textures that was warmly receivedby
she conveyed would have im- the audience.
pressed upon any member of the
Just as Bridges' piece was writaudience the intended tone! and ten for academic pursuits, the third
statement of the piece.
selection on Saturday's program
The evening began with Der wasinitially writtenasthefinalexam
Freischutz: Overture by Carl Maria of an instrumentalist at the Paris
von Weber. Jackson explained that Conservatory. Debussy's Premiere
Rapsodie for
this piece was
clarinet and
from the first
orchestra was
truly German
The orchestra
characterized
opera,
one
presen ted Weber 's
in its perforgrounded in
changing textures
mance by the
German folkbeautiful use
lore.
nicely.
of
the
The piece
clarinet' s
told the story of
a man selling hissoul to the devil for lowerregister.Applied Association
seven magic bullets. The music be- of Music Karen Beacham's undergan witha horn quartet evoking the stated though animated visual and
peaceful woods and the huntsmen aural art was delightful. The highwho frequent it. This soulful con- lights of the selection were the construction was a refreshing change versations between the winds, the
clarinet, English horn and bassoon.
from the typical use of the horns.
The final piece of the evening
TheordtiestrapresentedWeber's
changing textures nicely and the was Beethoven's Symphony numfeatured instrumentalists tied the ber seven in A major. It was a pleaspiece together artfully. The clarinet ant experience for the audience to
was a clear melody that passed later observe a live performance of this
to the oboe and built itself in the piece, because one could observe
tension of the strings. The orchestra how Beethoven's themes traveled
concluded the piece with a burst of aroundtheorchestrafiromonegroupto
another. The playfulness of the piece
energy.
The second piece on the pro- wasevidentin the performance. In the
gram was especially exciting be- seqondmovementtheprchestr^acoomcause it was composed by Emily plished the movement of the theme
Anna Bridges '99. Jackson intro- from thestringstothewindsnicely,yet
duced the premier of this orchestral the third movementwas perhaps the
piece, Tapis, and then invited Bridges bestwithfheboldchangesof dynamics
to explain it to the audience. The title, and the beautifuloboefeatures- It porwhich means "tapestry"in French, "is trayed the antagonistic horn features,
descriptiveof thestructureof diepiece. vaguelyiem-niscentoffhejawstheme,
The strings come in one by one acting asanadditionalsurpriseelementofthe
Jikethestringsonaloom,''saidBridges. movement. The orchestra demonShe further described howlater in the strated tremendousenergy in its conpiece the featured wind instruments clusionofthesymphonywithfhepowact as the decorative designs woven eiManddemandirigfourlhmovement.
Overall, the concert was a sucinto the tapestry.
The audience was faced with the cess which held the interest of the
kind of interwoven tones that audience throughout both halves of
Bridges described. The entrance of the performance despite the comeach group of strings evoked a peting events on campus. The Orwoodland imagematwasenhanced chestra concert leaves the Colby
by the trippingnotes of the clarinet- community in anticipation of The
During the middle sections of the Colby Jazz and Wind Ensembles
piece there was so much contrast who will perform on Nov. 14.(__l
BY KATI& QUACKENBUSfi
Staff Writer
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Maytag Superwash Laundr y.
Shaw 's Plaza , Waterville

"J ust Like Home " Quiet place to study.

10% discount on wash, dry & f oldWith a Colby ID
B ;
Hours
1 6:00AM - 2:pp AM

Reasonable Rates _
Senior Rates
B
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Folk singer Ellis Paul entertains Colby students Thursday evening.

Echciphqto by VyodorShumilov

Ellis Paul rocks a jam-packed Mary Low Coffeehouse
BY MAIRBETH SALEEM
Contributing Writer

At 7:58 p.m. on October 29, about 35 people occupied the Mary Low Coffeehouse. By 8:02, well over 50
were there,pulling in extra chairs, sitting four to a sofa
and crouching on the carpet in front of the small stage.
Before this crowd stood Ellis Paul, longhaired and
unassuming, lighting candles, making small talk and
taking requests in advance.
"I've been coming here for seven years," Paul said,
scanning the crowd. "I don't recognize anybody."
The audience was comprised mostly of Colby students but included a few others, such as a couple that
had driven from Portland for the show. And, although
the audience may not have looked familiar to Paul,
many had seen him at one of his previous Colby appearances.
Matt Davis '00,head of the coffeehouse, opened the
show with two songs, "An Evening with Carrie" and
"Up on Abbott Hill." The enthusiastic crowd coaxed
him into a third song, "Seasons Change," while Paul
tuned his guitar.
Paul began his set with "Take Me Down," the first
track on his new album, Translucent Soul. Standing in
front of the stage, forgoing the use of a microphone or
amplifier, he built from a soft chorus to an intense,
movingclimax, asking in a strong, emotive voice, "Did
you really know me deeply as a soul Can go?"
Other songs employed intriguing lyrical questions
and images. They created touching, familiar scenes of
growing apart from an old friend ("Did I Ever Know
You?"), and the story of a heavenly creature fallen to
the pavement (''Angel in Manhattan").
After a brief break and a flurry of CD purchases,
Paul opened the second half of his set with a Neil Young
cover.

The remainder of the evening also included "She
Loves A Girl."Pauljoked withthe audience, saying that
the "lesbian pop song by a male vocalist" should constitute its own Grammy category. On a more serious note,
he explained the difficulty of choosing to release the
song as a single and the purpose of folk music as
"putting a song to the world as a test and seeing how
open minded people can be."
Before ending, Paul obliged somerequests including
"Here She Is" from his 1995 album Stories,and "Paris in
a Day," which engaged the audience In a sing along
chorus.
Perhaps the greatest strength of Paul's performance
was the rangeof moods he was able to create. Hehad the
audience rocking and tapping their feet on up-tempo
tunes such as "The World Ain't Slowin' Down," then
holding their breath for the quiet intensity of others. He
included a wide mix of new and older songs,whichboth
pleased long-time fans and introduced first-time listen-r
ers to some of his large repertoire.
The show was enriched by Paul's occasional anecdotes and sharing of personal history. His good humor
and low-key attitude also helped make theperformance
relaxed and personal. Paul coped with snapping guitar
strings twice during the night, the first time continuing
the song with five, the second time inserting a spur-ofthe-moment a cappeila tune as he changed the string.
For Oliver Griswold '99,Thursday night marked his
fourth timeseeing Paul at Colby. He described it as "more
immediate, more intimate," than the other three.And, summingup the feelings of many in the audience,Griswold said
Paul's performance was "sublime, as usual."
Ellis Paul seemed to enjoy himself almost as much as his
audience.
'/Ilovecom_ngtoColby,'hesaid.''It'sli-keananchorforme
in a lot of ways. I want to be 70 yearsold being wheeledin
here." Jud ging by the crowd at Mary Low on Thursday
night, Colby's students wouldn't mind that at allO

H app iness probes t he depths of moral po llut ion
BY RYAN DAVIS

Contributing Writer
The title of writer-director Todd
Solpndz's new film Happiness is
meant to be bitterly ironic. It is a
film that details the lives of a childrapist, an obscene phone caller, a
womanwhomurders and keepscutup bodies in her fridge and many
others. This depravity is shot in
bright, pleasant colors with bubbly
music on the soun dtr ack, making
otherwise gut-wrenching scene?
even more so.
The film is composed of a series
of linked vignettes. .We first meet
JOy Jordan (Jane Adams) who has
just broken up with a loser (Jon
Lovitz). Allen (Philli p Seymour
Hoffm an), a fat, sweaty deviant,
later describes the rape fantasies he
has about his neighbor to h&psychiatrlst, Bill (Dylan Baker). yy :'
On his Way home; Bill buys a
''Teenbream ' magazine and pleasures hiihself while looking Jat the

M young boys inside, foreshadowing
hislateryi p^
,,
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to his blissfully unaware wife, Trish
(Cynthia Stevenson), who has just
finished talking to her sister Joy
about the breakup. Then, we see
Allen lusting after his neighbor,
Helen (Lara Flynn Boyle), a successful poet.
These roles are all well written
and performed , with Baker's performance as Bill the most fascinating arid unsettling. I don't recall
ever seeing a movie where a child
molesterisportrayedasan upstanding member of society who canno t
overcome his sickening desires.
. The other character s aren 't as
provocative, but are no less involving. Joy is always polite, but nonetheless has her life ravaged by one
emotional catastrophe after another.
The audience cannot help but feel
sor ry for her. Allen's misery init ially marks him as another sympathetic soiil,buthis revolting obscenecalling ^abit niakes y feel less so*
Helen appears to ^ave eyerythiing a
person could want , such as a successful career, and an unending line
of a t tract ive da tes, but she is just as
unhappy as the others are. As the

only person without some dark secret or hidden problem, Trish is an
important island of normalcy that
keeps the movie from drowning in
aberrance.
H appiness is, at least on some
levels, a comedy, unbelievable as it
may seem considering the plot. We
are never asked to laugh at the victims, only the pathetic misfortunes
of the main characters. The childmolester subplot , thoug h, has a
shortage of mirth.
Solondz does not condemn his
characters; he simply follows their
lives. We are thus allowed to witness deprav ity on a scale almost
never seen in entertainment. This
may have resulted in a film that
exp loits its characters, reduc ing
them to revolting inhuman monsters. Rather, the film invests all its
characters witfya di^ietjrigly rec¦;
ognizable humitrji^;:^;' '- .^' ;-. ...
The fllm;w^;^j ill yr^ted NC17, but wa^reicsasefi Mtj ibut a rating. For those who can get through

%sph ^g^
both a fascinating and profoundl y
disturbing experienced!

Bat& fa^
BY JAMES SPIDLE
Staff Writer

The year is 1997 and the game is Colby vs. Bates. With two seconds
remaining,the score is122-21 in favor of Bates, possession is in favor of
Colby deep within Bates territory.The field goal unit is ordered to takethe
field. Theball is down,thekickisup^utthe attemptsails wideright. Bates
records the win.
Saturday,the VvThiteMules traveled to Lewistonto take.oh Bates. Prior
to the contest the.WhiteMule players expressed their thoughts of revenge
against the CBB rival.
This was evident ort the White Mules' first drive of the game. Colby
jumped out to an early 7-0lead when fullbackDon Gage '99 took a handoff
from Nathan Bradley.'.99 eight yards into the end zone.
This was the first and only time the White Mules would get on the
scoreboard. Colby took a 7-3 advantage into halftime after Bates kicker
RejeanGuemero booted a 25-yard field goal.
Just three plays into the second half,the Bobcats struck again as Ryan
Jarvis surged 37 yards down the sideline for a touchdown to give the
Bobcats a 10-7 edge. The Bobcats refused to relinquish the lead.
Colbythreatehed ontheirnextfourpossessionsandvery nearly moved
within the lengthy fieldgoal range of stand-out kicker Keith Jdnassen '02.
On theMules'most promising drive,though,Bates'junior defensive back
Jason Silva sealed the Bobcat victory with his first careerinterception.
Guerriero added another field goal to increase the Bates margin to what
became the final score.at 13-7.
TheWhite Mules hope tobounceback from thedefeat whenthey travelto
Medford,Mass. on Saturday for acontest against the talented TuftsJumbosD

: : ^j ^****

Men's Rugby

Withaperfect7~Qrecord,the men'sruggersare thebestinNewJijriglarid*Beating I^ovideno^College
22-5and Yale 22-15mearis theMules have broughtaplayolf game hometoColbythisSaturday.The team
hasoutscoredtheiropponents 206-23thisyearand hopes tocontinuetheirpotentoffensiveattackas they
become part of the narrow field of teams in the nation whose dreams of a national titleremain alive.
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Playing everyj ame this year, the women's soccer goalkeeper
helped lead the n||j| :e Mules to an 8-4-1 record andofa berth in the
NCAA playoffs. Gaf^^k^axned NESCAC Player the Week for
her performances in hei^ffii 'sfinal two gamesof the regular season,
which included a sea|0||high 10 saves in the Mules' 2-0 win over
has sixth consecutive shutout
Bates. Saturday's ga^^^^^p Colby's
and eighth overal^|||^ytt||pftu a 0.81 goals against average

IT the Big Band/

Melander was irf^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ories last .
. weekend, scoring the winmr|^^€j' ^^^^p^^p;^^a^P,
forward
,
connected for the game's only goalm^^^^^^|u^^^^Winover
; Bates on Saturday. Melander struck again ^^^^My M^cored his .
team-leading eighth goal in Colby's 2-1 victor^^^^lark.
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Men^^^^plW^^her ^P|^J^Jl||£0;ior women's cross
country
wraTher performance at t_^^^^^^WWripic^_8hips. With
•
a time of 18:62, the freshman placeowelfth out of 123 runners and
helped Colby to a fourth place finish. Along with' teammate Sarah
Toland '00, Mensching made the all-NESCAC team.
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Women 's socce r cpfte^
BY BECKY SCHECHTEIi
Asst. Sports Editor

Thewomen's soccer team shut
down and shut out their opponents
this week for their final two games
of theregular season. Thewins catapulted the Women into the NCAA
Tournament for thesecond consecutive yearOn October 28,the White Mules,
led by all-time scoring leader and
tri-captain Kim Waldron '99, overpowered Bridgewater State 6-0 in
their final home game of the year.
The Mules pummeled the Bears
with 40 shots, with Waldron providing three of Colby's Six goals.
The offensive onslaught began just
nineminutes into the first half when
Elizabet h Rice '02 nailed a shot at
the Bridgewater goalkeeper. Kara
Schiebel '99 put the rebound in the
back of the net to put Colby up 1-0.
Less than a minute later, Rice
tallied a score of her own off a pass
by tri-captain Caitlin Skulley '99 to
increase the lead to 2-0. Waldron
took a nice pass from Jennifer
Goodman '00 to notch her first goal
of the game. Waldron completed
her hat trick in the second half,scoring off assists by Kristin Swansoh
'OOandSaraLovitz '01. Kelly Bregou
'99 recorded Colby's sixth goal of
the game in the last minutes of the
game.
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Women 's cross country takes
fourt h at NESCAC meet ;%
'
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Saturday to compete in the ^Jew England Small College Ath- «
. lctic Conference Championships. The Colby -women placed
- fourth out of 11teams, just as they were seeded. They tallied
a score of 129 points behind Middlebury, Williams and
. Amherst with scores of £4, 72 and X1B. Despite some rough
terrain, the women sprinted past teams from Tufts, Bowdoin,
Trinity and Hamilton.
J'The first two mileswere incredibly hilly/' said head coach
Debra Aitken.
Co-captain Laurie Roberts '99 agreed.
Echo photo by Tim Persinko
"It was probably the most hilly course we're faced,'" she
The NCAAtournament appearance was due in large part to
said.
saves like this by goalkeeper Heather Garni '99.
However, the characteristics of the course did not deter the
Waldron'sthree-goal effort gives leading Colby to its sixth straight
team's performance. Of 123runners,the top seven White Mules
her nine goals for the year and 28 shutout and eighth this year. The
all placed in the top 50.
over her prolific four-year career at goalkeeper recorded 10 saves, her
"Pretty much everyone had a really goo d race,"said Roberts.
Colby.
highest single-game total of the seaSarah Toland '00 finished the race fourth with a time of
A 2-0 victory over Bates on Sat- son. Garni's performance gives her
18:4 2, only 20 seconds ahead of Maria Mensching '02, who
urday was due largely to outstand- a 0.81 goals against average on the
finished 12th in the race. Both Toland and Mensching were
ing defensive play, and in particu- year.
selected to the All-NESCAC team.
goalkeeper
Heather
Garni
'99.
lar,
The Mules' hopes to return to
Katie MacDonald '02 iinished 35th with a time oi 19.53.
Colby stretched .their undefeated the Sweet 16 of the NCAA TournaCorey Dwyer '00 recorded her personal best time, just two
streak to six games with the two ment as they did a year ago began
seconds behind MacDonald with a 36th place finish overall.
wins. The Mules grabbed the lead yesterday. As the sixth seed, Colby
Roberts and Megan Rourke '99 finished 42nd and 43rd with
early in the first half when Schiebel (8-4-1) played third-seeded Keene
times of 20;09 and 20:10 respectively. Tiffany , Eraser '01 finknocked a pass from Skulley into State (16-3) at Loebs Field.
ished 47th with atirae of 20:17.liaura Jean Wilcox '00,Kate Isley
the goal. The score remained 1-0
Though Colby was the lower
'01, Renee Lajeunesse '99, Rachel Miekeljohn '02 and tauren
until the second half when Lovitz seed, the Mules gained the home
McCarthy '00 rounded out the Z.ady Mules top 12runners.
shot the ball past the Bates' goal- field advantagebecause KeeneState
The second set of seven runners will travel to Tufts this
keeper. Tri-captain Garni was im- plays on an artificial turf field. The
weekend for the East Coast Athletic Conference Championpenetrable once againfor the Mules, two teams had not met this year.Q - ships, while the top seven will travel to Babson on Nov. 14 for
the New England Division Ut Championships.Q v
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TRACY, f r o n t p a g12e

"Thar$,l thiafc, why I teach
it I think it's really imporfinish their regular season on SaturBY HEATHER DAUK
tant
to be aware." *
.
day,falling 2-1totheBates Bobcats in
~4
StaffWriter
apenaltystroteshootouLCoIby fourM -=-,, Lately, though, she has
not needed toholda demonthe net twiceduring regulation with
.
stration to maintainher talThe field hockey team (8-5) re- goals by Liz Brandt '02 and Marcia
ent. With her recent busy
ceived its rirst-ever bid in the East- Ingraham '02. Despite an impressive
schedule,Tracyisatthepeak
ern College Athletic Conference show in goal by Colby's JaneStevens
ol
her career.
Tournament on Monday. The '01,theBobcatswereabletomatch the
OnSept 12,she traveled
eighth-seeded White Mules took on Mules' offensive attack and pushed
to Connecticut for a tournatop-seeded Bowdoin (10-4) in thecompetitioninto doubleovertime.
ment and a test As a thirdBrunswick on Wednesday.
The one successful penalty stroke by
degreeblackbelt,Tracy comtri-captain Jessie Davis '00 was not
peted against other women
The men's cross country team enoughtoseal thevictoryfortheMules
in thewideage bracket of 18placed eighth out of 11teams at the as the Bobcats eeked in two penalty
34. And she won the title of
NESCAC Championships on Sun- shots for the win.
I Grand Champion.
day. Hosted byTrinity College, the
"Yeah,Ihadaprettygood
race was held"at Wickham Park in
.The Colby women's volleyball
day,"
She said humbly.
Manchester, Conn.
teamplaced secondattheMaineState
But the day got better.Af*
Leading the Harriers was cap- Championships held at the Univerter
waiting
the allotted three
tain Wilson Everhart '99, who sity ofMaineatFanriingtonlastweekyears between degree tests in
p laced ninth overall with a time of end. Co-captainMissy Fiebelkom '00
black belt divisions, Tracy,
26:07. Everhartearned all-NESCAC and Reagan Carey '01 led Colby's
who earned the title "SenSei"
honors. Following Everhart was first round victory over Husson Colwith her firstblack belt at age
John Singleton '01,whoplaced 46th lege. The Lady Mules went on to
with a time of 27:40, Chris Frazar '99 defeattheUmversityofNewEngland l l,carnedherfourthblackbelt.
"They push you really
(47th, 27:41) and Eric Washer '02, withhelpfromColby'sKirstenStoller
hard
mentallyand physically
who placed 84th.
'99, Randi Martin '99 and Amanda
to see how hard you can go,"
The Harriers travel to Tufts Uni- Cuiffo '02.Colby eventuallyfell to the
she said.
versity this weekend for the ECAC BatesBobcats(15-3,8-15,15-ll,15-ll)
As a role model for her
Championships.
in the final round of competition, but
stud ent s,Tracy hopes that
receivedmanyaccoladesfortheir
per*
young girls gather the
TheColby women's field hockey formance. Fiebelkom, Carey and
'
same character traits, front'
team was defeated 4-1 by the Polar Cuiffo were named to the All-State
karate that she did. The
Bears of Bowdoin last Tuesday in First Team. Cuiffo was also honored
fact that the sport is an
BrunswickBrookBrisson'02recorded with the Maine State Rookie of the
"equaliser," in that it puts
the only offensive score,early in the YearAward.StollerandMartin made
men and women on the
tehalf.Bowdoin'svicbiygavethem theAll-TournamentFirstTeam.Colby
same plane, is rare in the
their tenth consecutive claim to the wiUhostthetwo-dayNESCACToursports world, .". -•, * '"
CBB title. The Lady Mules went on to nament on Friday and Saturday.
, . \ >Tracy plans to take her "1
can dothl8"aHitudewithher
to law school as a credo for
: - Iter studies and her career," !
,. "I can do this as well as
HHHHHHH ^J 1!^' • j ** mata we>,
any man, and if I'm In the
courtroom, I can handle ii,"
i
< \y
she said,
W Jv^pecj al for the Holidays; Bio Sculptu re Gel Nails
¦
,
Then she joked, "Who
J
1 $30.00 as overlay, $40.00 w ith extensions & Permanent | , wants to have a blackball
y . . , . | , < lawyer, right?" » , * < <•« < i .>V >
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Sat,, Nov.21
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Lovejoy, Room 207
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Karate creates a disci p lined , confident woma n in K risty Tra cy

Though uncertain as to whether
anyone was actually frightened of
Sports Editor
her, Tracy did say no one ever gave
her any problems.
Since the age of three, Kristy
"It was always kind of a joke.
Tracy '99 has been practicing her 'Watch out for Kristy, she's a black
jabs,blocks and spinningkicks.Now belt,'" Tracy said with a laugh.
she is taking the life lessons that
Karate has also honed her leadkarate has taught her to law school. ership abilities. While attending
Tracy is a confident young Ellsworth High School, a one hour
woman who has set high goals for and twent y minute dri ve ,t oward
herself. She teaches karate and jujit- the Maine coast,Trac y partici p at ed
su classes, trains individua lly and in numerou s academic and at hletic
competes in six to seven tourna- activiti es, in additi on to trainin g
ments a year— not to mention the and teaching at one of the 11gyms
work she does for her government own ed by her family.
major. Tracy
As
the
has also already
famil y business, "Tracy's
put 14 applicaKarate " signs
tions to law
I definitely think it has
schools in the
are c omm on
shaped my personality.
around eastmail.
"Karate is
ern Maine.
It has given me selfmental as well
Her parents,
confidence.
as physical ,"
De nnis and
—Kristy
Tracy
"
said Tracy. It's
Karen, have
de f inite ly a
operated
sport and very
sc h oo l s f or
physical...but on the mental side, it more than 30 years. They primarily
, makes you believe in yourself. It's teach ketsugo, a combinati on art of
karate and jujit-su. That is how
very disciplined."
She points to karate as the key Tracy and her older brother Eric
factor in her ability to balance the Tracy '94 got their start.
Their father Dennis began kaoften lopsided scale of life, and explains that martial arts was an es- rate as a student at Gorham State
sential component to her emotional Teacher'sCollege,now the University of Southern Maine. He develdevelopment.
"Starting so young, I think, has a oped such an affinity for the sport
big effect on kids," she said. "I defi- that it became his life. When he
nitely think it has shaped my per- married Karen, she also started
sonality. It has given me self-confi- classes as an opportunity to see her
; dence."
husband who was at the gym five
Tracy remembers defendingkids nights a week. These were tihe roots
in elementary school who could not of Kristy's inspiration.
Until the early 1980s, Tracy said
stick up for themselves. On one occasion, when a group of boys was karate classes were mostly comteasing a boy in " gym class, Tracy posed of young men. Women were
stepped in. She was unafraid be- not encouraged to pursue martial
cause she had been taught that ev- arts, and at times were even exeryone is equal. That,she said,came cluded from them.
from karate.
Her mother, however, was one
"In karate there's a sense of of the first women in New England
equality,"said Tracy. "I didn't want to enter the sport. She went on to
to see anyone treated less than any- institute" the development of a
women's division black belt comone else."

BY BECKY POLLARD

petition.
"My mom is such an inspirati on," said Tracy. "And she's so
tou gh."
Despite the lofty parental influence, Tracy said that her parents
never pressured her to continue

and adults,something she has been
doing for 10years. Li 1995 National
Karate Illustrated magazine listed
her as the third-ranked woman
fighter in New England.
Tracy has also brought her skills
and teaching aptitude to Mayflower

gruff sound thatfightersmakewhen
they kick or punch.
"When you make this sound it
bringson the rightmentalattitude,"
said Tracy.
When she goes too long without
practicing,she feels as though a part

Echo photo by Vanessa Pickett
Kristy Tracy demonstrates a move which helped her earn the title of Grand Champion in the
women's blackbelt sparring division.
karate. She tried new activities, but
never had the urge to quit karate. In
fact, the sport has brought the Tracy
family closer together.
"It is definitely a unifying factor,
something that we all love and continue to be committed to even as we
all move apart," she said.
Kristy returns home often to
train. She travels to Connecticut
twice a year for tournaments and
spends the summer months teaching private lessons to both children

Hill. As a three-year instructor for
on-campus karate,classes (good for
Wellnesscredits), thenumber of students enrolling in her classes has
increased every semester. Though
Tracy is not teaching this semester,
courses resume in the spring with
two six-week sessions.
Tracy is also trained to instruct
women's rape and self-defense
classes, something she deems very
important. She schools her female
students on the art of the ki-i, the

of her life is missing. Last spring,
Tracy spent the semester studying
in Washington, D.C To resolve her
new friends' curiosity about her karate prowess,Tracy decided to offer
a demonstration in a city park. Fifteen of her friends, as well as variouspassersby,watched Tracy in full
gi show them what she can do.
"Mostpeoplewanttbknowwhat
it's like and don't want to ask, so it
becomes a joke thing," she said.
See TRACY, continued on pg. 11

Men 's soccer han gs on to ECAC playoff hopes with timel y wins
BY BROOKE TRAPPIER
Staff Writer

The Colby men's soccer team was busy
winning all three of their contests last week.
In their fourth game in six days though, the
Mules fell victim to Bowdoin in their final
regular season game.
The Mules hope that Tuesday's 2-1home
loss in thirty-degree weather will not leave
them out of the playoff picture. With a strong
record in their last 11 games of 8-2-1, Colby
should be able to sneak into the eight team
Eastern Coast Athletic Contest tournament.
"Afterstartingtheseason03,for thela9tten
games, the team h as really turned the season
around,"said head coach MarkSerdjenian 73,
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Beginning their whirlwind week, the Waterhouse '99 also each added an assist.
Mules took on Thomas College of Waterville Goaltender Justin Amirault'01had four stops
last Tuesday. And they got off on the right in the winning effort while Thomas College
foot when they annihilated the Terriers 7-0. goalie Daniel Funk stopped nine Colby shots.
Saturday, the While
The Mules were missing
Mu les traveled to Lewiston
three of their u sual starters
to battle Bates in a Hallowin the line up but still managed a 2-0 lead at half time, The team has really een matchup. Colby got its
score of the day from
In the second half they
turned the season only
forward
Melanderoff a pass
put the game away with
around.
from Williamsjust minutes
five goals. Scores for Colby
came from Evan Reece '01 "- Coach Mark Serdjenian before half time. But that
was all Colby needed to pull
who had two goals, Mark
off a 1-0 win. Amirault
Melander '99, Pat Keenan
stopped all eight of Bates'
'00, Matt Williams '99, Eric
shots
on
goal.
Saucier '99 and Doug Johnson'01. Tri-captain
Williams contributed two assists; Melander/ I In a Sunday make up contest, the White
Mike Salerno '99 and tri-captain Ben Mules traveled to Worcester, Mass, to take oh
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Clark.Colby led 2-0goinginto halftime thanks
to tri-captain Matt Sawatsky '99,who recorded
the first goal of his collegiatecareer.The second
goal came from Melander,who got help f rom
Jay Freedman'Ol and Eric Saucier '00 with the
assists. The timely goal proved to bethegamewinner. Clark'sJacob Simmonsscored six minutesintothe secohdhalf,butAmirauItmadeten
saves to preserve the Mule lead. Clark goalie
David Pheil had nine saveson the day.
Prior toTuesday'sgame against Bowdoin,
Williams laid out the playoff scenario.
"JJow doin is ourlast regular season game.
If we win to make it four in a row) we'll
solidify ourselves a place in the ECAC tournament," he said.
Now at 8-5-1, Cplby*s fate will ;be deter^
! .' ;„ . " ' ' . ' '
mined by Monday. C|i ,,' <' ;- . ;
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